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Recap of January Meeting

“Rocks with Lips: How to Motivate Unmotivated Employees”
By Pavita Oberoi. Co-Editor

There were a few things different about our January
ASTD meeting:
1. It was going to be a dinner affair.
2. I was going to be able to attend, for my workrelated travels had prohibited me from attending
the past few meetings, and
3. The title of the evening program really caught my
attention.
Intrigued by what I had
read about the up-coming
presentation, I needed to
know more about our
speaker, and, exactly what
connection did “rocks”
have with “lips.”
I found out that evening.
Allison Blankenship
certainly
exuded energy
usy
Allison Blankenship
that could move things –
even Gibraltar – the rock that is, as she walked us
through (in her Dorothy red shoes), the ways to:
• Identify and value individual differences,
• Set goals for behavior, and
• Change and reward positive behavior.
She pointed out that often the wrong behaviors at a
work place get rewarded, de-motivating those
employees who generally have the right behaviors.
Recognition and rewards –
key ingredients in
motivating people to
perform or not to perform –
are imperative to cloning
right behaviors.
Our speaker enamored the
One of her
group further through the
many faces
course of the evening, with her
acting talents and her insights. Using many variations
of tying a scarf – her prop through most of the
presentation – Allison concentrated heavily on
motivators and de-motivators.

It all begins with awareness. The key is to first
identify and profile individuals in certain categories
so that the appropriate words can be used as tools to
trigger the right, motivated behavior.
Allison injected the group with a
great exercise and gained their
participation as she demonstrateed ways to profile someone. It
all evolved from first realizing
SELF. Through her precise
instructions, the audience split
themselves into four categories.
The categories depend on how participants respond
to her questions that looked for certain common traits
within personalities.
I felt wonderful being in the category of Sociable
leaders, type A personalities . . . until Allison in her
award winning performance exaggeratedly acted out
distinctions of the “S” profile.
Amidst the laughter a lot of
things hit home. I was glad to
see the change in her scarf
“Personality” type. It was fun
to watch the reactions of
fellow observers as they
related and reacted to the
general characteristics that Allison pulled out for
each of the personality types.
The evening progressed with the
myriad of personal and
professional stories that Allison
weaved through her presentation.
It was these stories that captivated
the attention of the audience. We
moved from SELF to the four D’s
of de-motivation.
She talked about how to recognize and empathize
with employees who are caught up in being
Disengaged, Disoriented, Disenchanted, or in Disidentification. She shared ways to help them change
in a safe environment by taking small action steps.
(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from previous page)
Finally the competitive
creativity of the group was
evoked as Allison threw in a
little bit of competition. She
challenged us to see which
team could come up with the
most ideas for rewarding
employees.

The lists grew long, the cheering louder. Allison had
paved her way onto the yellow, “rocky” brick road
with her powerful communication skills . . . into the
appreciative applause of the ASTD members.
In other words . . . she rocked !
(Photography by Jim Jacoby)
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Next Month’s Dinner Meeting Topic:

Career Development

Our March Topic – Career Development – will
show you how to create strategies for knowing where
you are going and how you are going to get there.
Bringing this important topic to us will be Jeri
Trevisani, Vice President and Manager, Human
Resources, GE Client Business Services.
Mark your calendars now for the evening of March
17, to be held at the Hilton Inn in South Fort Myers.
For more information, contact Dr. Geri McArdle of
Barry University, at 239/278-1799 ext. 14, or send her
an e-mail to:

gmcardle@mail.barry.edu

